Anisotropy of remanent and induced magnetization was found to be compositionally controlled in synthetic samples of varying proportions of chlorite (a platy paramagnet), manganese oxide (an isotropic paramagnet), and magnetite (an anisotropic ferrimagnet). Grains were magnetically aligned in a 100 mT field, then uniaxially compressed at 27.6 MPa to produce an L-S fabric. Anisotropy of anhysteretic susceptibility (AAS) and anisotropy of magnetic low-field susceptibility (AMS) are coaxial, and anhysteretic susceptibility is consistently more anisotropic than low-field susceptibility. AMS increases with the addition of oblate magnetite, but decreases with addition of isotropic Mn203 to chlorite. These experiments demonstrate that magnetic anisotropy depends on the shape, relative magnetic intensity, and proportion of the magnetic minerals.
Introduction
The magnetic anisotropy of rocks is sensitive to variations in both strain and composition. Total anisotropy of induced magnetic susceptibility (AMS) may be thought of as the average intrinsic anisotropy of each mineral phase, weighted by its susceptibility. Therefore, small variations of a highly susceptible phase can greatly skew the observed anisotropy [Henry, 1983] . Magnetic anisotropy is often interpreted as representing the preferred orientation of ferrimagnetic magnetite, but it has recently been shown that crystallographic orientation of paramagnetic silicates can significantly contribute to the anisotropy, especially in rocks with minimal magnetite content [Borradaile, 1987;  more anisotropic mineral. There exists a linear relationship between the diagonal components (kii) (the components in the x, y, and z directions) of the AMS tensor [K] , and mean susceptibility (kmean) if composition rather than strain controls the variation in anisou'opy. This relationship can be tested by least-squares regression analysis. The divergence of regression lines represents increasing anisotropy, and their intersection represents a hypothetical, isotropic component. Intersection at the origin is expected for a single magnetic phase; intersection off the origin signifies a twocomponent system. The geometry of the regression lines, therefore, constrains possible end-member phases.
Comparisons of kii and kmean for a variety of lithologies have been interpreted as the mixing of a low susceptibility, weakly anisotropic matrix and a highly anisotropic ferrimagnet [Henry, 1983 In this study, two paramagnetic minerals of differing shape and susceptibility were mixed with magnetite, then compacted at the same pressure to test the effect of composition on anisotropy. Samples were exposed to a magnetic field large enough to produce a lineation in the magnetite but not in the paramagnets. AMS and AAS were compared, to test if the two measurement techniques are able to differentiate the paramagnetic and fen'imagnetic fabrics. The desired proportions of each component were manually mixed to form each sample. The mixture was loosely deposited into a brass collar, then exposed to a 0.1T field inside an electromagnet for one minute to align the magnetite. A hych'aulic press compacted the sample into an 8 cm 3 cube at 27.56 MPa. The field and pressing directions were recorded on the plastic boxes housing the samples. All samples were oriented such that the field direction was at 0o azimuth and horizontal, and the pressing direction was vertical, so that the imposed magnetic lineation was in the plane of foliafion produced by compaction. Regression coefficients (r 2) are greater than 0.99 and error of each term is less than 1.0%. Regression lines intersect off the origin, as predicted for a two component system [Henry 1983 ]. Anisotropy increases with addition of magnetite. Susceptibility differences between samples of the same weight percent magnetite illustrate the heterogeneity of the natural chlorite.
AMS was measured in a susceptibility

Chlorite and Mn203
Samples with 5, 10, 33, and 50 weight percent Mn203 in chlorite were prepared to test the effect of an isotropic, moderate susceptibility paramagnet with a platy, low susceptibility paramagnet. Since no ferrimagnet was added, these samples were not exposed to a field, and only AMS These experiments demonstrate that magnetic anisotropy depends on the shape and proportion of the more highly susceptible mineral, verifying Henry's mixing model. The intersection of the regression lines represents the susceptibility of the isotropic mineral, and the geometry of the plot critically depends on the shape of the high susceptibility mineral. Thus, the anisotropy increases with increasing susceptibility if the high susceptibility component is anisotropic magnetite, and decreases if it is isotropic Mn203. Additionally, the anisotropy can be conu'olled by the relative proportions of two paramagnets, important for lithologies lacking a fen'imagnet.
The general results have important implications for natural samples. Compositional control of anisotropy may be recognized by kii versus kmean plots, and the geometry of the regression lines may be used to help model the magnetic components. Relative shapes and magnitudes of AMS and AAS ellipsoids illustrate qualitative differences between the bulk susceptibility and ferrimagnetic remanent fabric, which are likely related to the shape of the magnetic minerals. These procedures do not produce unique models for magnetic mineralogy, but combined with independent tests of the mineralogy (both magnetic and petrologic), they do constrain interpretation of the magnetic fabric.
